Attention: Treaty Services of Ministries of Foreign Affairs and of international organizations concerned.
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS, acting in his capacity as depositary of the Food Aid Convention, 1999, done at London on 13 April 1999,

WHEREAS it appears that the original of the Convention (English, French, Russian and Spanish texts), contains an error,

WHEREAS the corresponding proposed correction has been communicated to all interested States by depositary notification C.N.572.1999.TREATIES-21 of 21 July 1999,

WHEREAS by 19 October 1999, the date on which the period specified for the notification of objections to the proposed correction expired, no objection had been notified,

HAS CAUSED the required correction as indicated in the annex to this Procès-verbal to be effected in the original of the Convention (English, French, Russian and Spanish texts), which correction also applies to the certified true copies of the Convention established on 30 April 1999.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I, Hans Corell, Under-Secretary-General, the Legal Counsel, have signed this Procès-verbal.


Hans Corell
In the first sentence of Annex A, “Articles II (a) (vii), III, X and XIV of this Convention” should read:

1. **Authentic English text:**
   
   “... Articles II (a) (xx), III, X and XIV of this Convention:”

2. **Authentic French text:**
   
   “... Articles II a) (xx), III, X et XIV de la présente Convention...”

3. **Authentic Russian text:**
   
   “... Статья II (a) (xx), III, X и XIV...”

4. **Authentic Spanish text:**
   
   “... Artículos II (a) (xx), III, X y XIV del presente Convenio:”
Dans la première phrase de l’Annexe A, “articles II a) vii), III, X et XIV de la présente Convention” devrait se lire :

1. **Texte authentique anglais** :

   “... Articles II (a) (xx), III, X and XIV of this Convention:”

2. **Texte authentique français** :

   “... Articles II a) (xx), III, X et XIV de la présente Convention ...”

3. **Texte authentique russe** :

   “... Статья II (a) (xx), III, X и XIV...”

4. **Texte authentique espagnol** :

   “... Artículos II (a) (xx), III, X y XIV del presente Convenio:”